
You might be one of many company owners, human 
resource managers, admin managers or IT managers who 
are looking for the simplest solution to solve your staff’s 
attendance problem. The problem stems from lack of 
surveillance and control. Without careful surveillance, 
control is weakened and absenteeism steals your company’s 
productivity subtly without you even noticing it. 

Improve Punctuality and Reduce Absenteeism In Your
Office With FingerTec Attendance Products

Is Attendance or the Lack of It is A Serious
Issue In Your Company?

The only solution to overcome attendance problem is 
biometrics system. Biometrics system is identity verification 
technology using human body parts, and the most popular 
and viable verification system is fingerprint system due its 
practicality and ease of use. Biometrics system does not 
require additional cost for every worker who is using the 
system because all you need is a fingerprint. No cheating of 
attendance with biometrics time attendance products. 

Biometrics and Time Attendance System

Many organizations have been using computer systems to 
supervise staff’s attendance with objectives to reduce 
workload of human resource department, to save time and 
operation cost and to process payroll faster. However, 
what’s the good of the surveillance if the data is inaccurate. 
When the identity of a person can’t be truthfully confirmed, 
the problem persists! Nobody wants GIGO!! Garbage In 
Garbage Out is the computer science term referring to 
results of data processing that is directly related to the 
quality of data. Inaccurate data will produce inaccurate 
results. It’s not worth spending vast amount of money for 
an ineffective system. 

The Importance of Accurate and Reliable
Data
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The Biometrics Attendance Product is Complicated and Hard to Use 
Enrolment of users is complicated and requires a lot of tedious process for enrolment of one user.

Difficult Verification Causing Long Que Everyday
Verification is difficult because of the flaws in matching algorithm leaving many staff struggling to get their 
fingers verified. 

More Attention Given to Access Control than Time Attendance
Features and benefits on hardware and software are more focused on Access control making implementation of 
time attendance handicapped. 

Lack of Warranty Period
Suppliers refuse to provide a considerable warranty period due to various reasons including lack of confidence 
in product quality.

Resellers Having Lack of Experience in Time Attendance Implementation
All they (resellers) concern about is money and technical expertise in the area is not their priority leaving 
customers with a lot of unanswered questions and tasks.  

Stories of Biometrics System Failure

Introducing FingerTec Time Attendance System, 
the most popular fingerprint time attendance 
system since the year 2000. FingerTec has a vast 
range of time attendance system that suits to your 
company’s requirements, from the simplest 
desktop version TA300 to TA103R, time atten-
dance with fingerprint and cards, to web-based 
fingerprint system OFIS TA. The time attendance 
products of FingerTec have been deployed in 
Malaysia and the rest of the world having thou-
sands of satisfied customers the world over. 

“170 units of TA103-R have been installed in Khaleque 
Group of Industries, Bangladesh to manage time 
attendance of over 13,000 factory workers” 

“IKEA is using 45 units of FingerTec time attendance 
products in their new warehouse in Santiago, Domini-
can Republic”

“PT Bank Centuri Tbk and Bank Index Selindo PT, 
Indonesia have installed 52 units and 25 units respec-
tively of FingerTec Time Attendance to cater to their 
staff’s attendance since 2008”

“Damas Jewellery Group of Egypt installed 20 units of 
FingerTec Time Attendance in their outlets nationwide”

“Jordan Investment and Finance Bank installed 50 
units of FingerTec Time Attendance in their branches 
around the country”

“UAE Airforce has been using 35 units of FingerTec 
Time Attendance since 2008”

What Makes FingerTec Different? 
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FingerTec has The Best Algorithm in the Industry 
While others resort to only thumbprint and only placement of finger at a certain angle, FingerTec accepts all 
fingerprints and you can place your finger at any angle during enrolment and registration. During enrollment, 
place your finger three times on the scanner and you are good to go. Once you have enrolled, you don’t need to 
enroll again for other machines. 

Less than 2 seconds verification, what more can you ask for? 
Verification at FingerTec products take less than 2 seconds and it’s accurate as ever. Place your finger and your 
attendance is verified successfully.

Why You Should Consider FingerTec?

Continue...



Why You Should Consider FingerTec?

Advantages of Using FingerTec Time Attendance Products
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Our support extends to end-users as well. Email or call us 
and you will get your answers when it comes to technical 
glitches. With the motto of “FingerTec Making Things 
Easy”, we present everything online at user.fingertec.com 
for your reference. The system itself is user-friendly and on 
top of that we present a step-by-step instructions on how to 
operate our system with manuals and video guides. No 
other suppliers are providing you online support all year 
round except FingerTec Worldwide. You can also chat with 
our friendly technical people online using skype and MSN 
during office hours, 5 days a week, GMT+8. 

Technical Support Available All Year Round

FingerTec System has helped various organizations around the world to reduce their hard earned dollars in 
managing annual costs and productivity. Your company can benefit from our system too. Improve your 
company’s productivity with the help of FingerTec Time Attendance System. Demand for FingerTec products 
are getting higher  due to the effectiveness of the system, change your attendance system to FingerTec now. 

Don’t hesitate, get FingerTec now and improve your company’s productivity! The more you wait, the more 
you’ll be taken advantage of. Contact us at info@fingertec.com and we will connect you with your nearest 
FingerTec reseller. 

Choose Your Models Based on Your Preference
FingerTec offers a vast range of biometrics attendance products that are suitable for your requirements. 

Extended Warranty Period of 28 months 
While other suppliers are hesitating to provide good warranty, FingerTec gives you more than you bargained 
for because FingerTec is confident of the quality.

FingerTec Provides Guides Because Our Goal is to Make Things Easy for you
Manuals and Video Guides are available in every package and we also provide support online accessible 24 
hours all year round. We even support our end-users by email at info@fingertec.com and we are available on 
Skype and MSN. 

Comprehensive Software At Your Disposal At No Additional Costs
FingerTec has probably the best software in the market with various time attendance features for your benefits. 
Pick and choose features required for your company and with Windows-based software, it’s user-friendly.  

FingerTec Software is as flexible as you want it to Be
Come Fridays for Muslims or temporary workers or employees with a lot of outstation jobs, FingerTec software 
caters to all with its flexi schedule. You have overtime, we comply. Shift issues, we solve it for you. Rotational 
scheduling, it’s available to set.  

We have various Reports, which one do you want? 
At present, FingerTec software provides 22 reports for you to generate and they are available in printable 
formats. All reports can be exported into many forms including excel and txt for other purpose such as payroll 
and human resource management. It takes minutes to manage your reports because it’s so easy with FingerTec 
software.

Browse your staff attendance as simple as browsing the Internet
To cater to many laymen who are using our products, FingerTec is made easy with simple interface and “point 
& click” process. 

Show the attendance records to your staff and get them to work on their attendance
At the end of every month, print the tardiness report and hand the report to the staff. They will surely strive to 
perform better to avoid repercussions. 




